
    During the seminar, participants will have the opportunity to journey inward to 
connect with the animals and receive guidance for their lives. Daniel will supplement 
the individual and small-group activities with teachings, including discussions of many 
of the Wild Earth animal essences, their applications, and accounts of his personal 
experiences with the animals.

Since 1996, Daniel Mapel, MA has developed  the Wild Earth 
Animal Essences in the Appalachian Mountains of Virginia. He 
has worked as a wilderness guide, as a community development 
worker in West Africa and as a professional counselor with sur-
vivors of abuse. He now devotes his time to fostering the animal 
essences, and he travels internationally teaching about his work.

     This seminar offers a wondrous blend of both left-brained learning and deep personal 
growth work -- a magical combination that will lead you inward to a deep connection 
with the animals and with yourself. Come prepared for an adventure!

Words from Past Participants:
“As an animal lover, communicator, and therapist, I have great admiration for the way 
Daniel creates his essences in such an honourable and respectful way towards the 
animal kingdom. It is a joy to use these powerful essences, and his courses bring a 
whole new dimension to connecting with animals, spiritually and physically.” 
-- Anne Wilson, UK

Wild Earth Animal Essences are gentle, vibrational remedies made during
a ceremonial process of meditation and attunement. No animals are captured or 

harmed. The essences are distributed in 20 countries around the world.
For more information visit:  www.animalessence.com
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“A beautiful, relaxed, healing workshop that takes you deeper than any I’ve done 
before. Daniel’s style allows you to absorb information organically and effortlessly. 
Thank you.”  -- Claudia Jones, UK 

Healing and Transformation with the 
Wild Earth Animal Essences

Join us for amazing days of learning, inner work, 
and play with the support of the Wild Earth Animal 
Essences. Daniel creates a space of healing where the 
essences, and the gifts of the animals, can truly be 
experienced. He brings the animal spirits to life in a 
loving and joyful way, and his teachings have a deep 
understanding of the hidden world of animal wisdom. 

      In this inspiring and powerful seminar learn how Animal Essences:
  • Provide support for your emotional support and healing                                                          

• Provide support for your spiritual development
• Provide support for physical challenges


